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Ur BEST International
11 The Farmer in the Dell

13 White Christmas

15 Jingle Bells

17 Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer

19 Santa Claus is Coming to Town
If you are wearing red, shake your head.
If you are wearing red, shake your head.
If you are wearing red, then please shake your head.
If you are wearing red, shake your head.

If you are wearing blue, touch your shoe.
If you are wearing blue, touch your shoe.
If you are wearing blue, then please touch your shoe.
If you are wearing blue, touch your shoe.

If you are wearing brown, turn around.
If you are wearing brown, turn around.
If you are wearing brown, then please turn around.
If you are wearing brown, turn around.

If You're Wearing...
Match the words and pictures.

- shake your head
- touch your shoe
- turn around

red  brown  blue